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According to One Digital’s Digital Champion Knowledge Hub, anyone who is already online can be a Digital Champion.
In NHS Digital’s Digital champions for health: a blueprint for success, a Digital Champion is described as someone who…
‘helps others to understand the benefits of being online and can spend time showing them how. They may be staff or volunteers, and
they may also be friends and family members…
They can do a range of simple things that can make a big difference to people who can’t or don’t use the internet.’

These tasks can involve something as simple as showing a colleague how to use Google or send an email.
(NHS Digital’s Digital champions for health: a blueprint for success - ‘Background to the Project’)

In their Knowledge Hub, One Digital suggest that, in general, Digital Champions are…

What is a
Digital
Champion?

Trustworthy

Good
Communicators

Active Listeners

Motivated to help
others

Happy to learn
and keep up to
date themselves

Patient

Keen to promote
the benefits of
having digital
skills

They also summarise some of the benefits of Digital Champion support…
Increases
confidence in a
learner’s digital
skills
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Gives learners a
better
understanding of
digital technologies

Increases learners’
motivation to use
digital
technologies

(One Digital’s Digital Champion Knowledge Hub –
‘What is a Digital Champion? Who Can Be A Digital Champion?’)
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Lloyds Bank’s 2020 UK Consumer 2020 Index estimated that

52% of people in the workforce lack digital skills in

the workplace (Pg. 8).
And evidence has shown that this deficiency in digital skills extends into the health and social care workforce.

What does this shortfall mean for health and social care?
Everyone who works in health and social care needs to have digital capabilities grounded in knowledge, skills, attitudes and behaviours
that will enable them to provide the most effective and compassionate care for patients everywhere.
(Health Education England (HEE) and the Royal College of Nursing’s (RCN) Improving Digital Literacy - HEE and RCN report.pdf - Pg.5)

If it’s the knowledge, attitudes and behaviours around digital capability that enable staff to provide the most effective care, then in order
to really improve care for our patients, we need to promote the digital skills and confidence of our workforce.

Why do we
need Digital
Champions?

By improving digital literacy capabilities of health and social care colleagues, the uptake and adoption of new digital tools and technologies
can be improved, and the provision of care transformed.
(Health Education England (HEE) and the Royal College of Nursing’s (RCN) Improving Digital Literacy - HEE and RCN report.pdf - Pg.5)

What do we mean by digital literacy?
Health Education England (HEE) and the Royal College of Nursing’s (RCN) Improving Digital Literacy report suggests that….
Digital literacies are the capabilities which fit someone for living, learning, working, participating and thriving in a digital society.
The report suggests that this definition was established by a stakeholder group with wide representation across the healthcare
landscape.
(Health Education England (HEE) and the Royal College of Nursing’s (RCN) Improving Digital Literacy - HEE and RCN report.pdf - Pg.9)

If Digital Champion support can improve a learner’s understanding of digital technologies and their confidence and
motivation to use them, then Digital Champions provide an important tool to help improve the digital literacy of our
workforce and, therefore, the overall quality of care received by our patients.
@NHS_HealthEdEng @HEE_DigiReady
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For more information on digital literacy and the health and social care workforce, see
Improving Digital Literacy - HEE and RCN report.pdf Pgs. 5-9.

Digital Champions Programmes are initiatives that are designed to encourage this confidence,
understanding and motivation by empowering staff to use digital tools more effectively themselves and, in
some cases, encouraging staff to pass that knowledge onto colleagues.

Health Education England (HEE) and the Royal College of Nursing’s (RCN) Improving Digital Literacy report offers a useful
summary of the different ways that the delivery of such programmes can be approached…

What is a
Digital
Champions
Programme?

There can be different approaches towards this type of role, formal roles,
‘informal
or simply recognising and rewarding those who offer spontaneous,
ad hoc championing of digital, but all appear significant in seeing higher levels
of digital literacy developed.
(Pg. 12)

’

No matter what shape the role takes, HEE and RCN identify the part played by the Digital Champion as the most
significant success factor – in all sectors – to improving digital capabilities. (Pg. 12)

This toolkit will shine a light on the different models of Digital Champions Programmes that are already out there
and help you to embed the elements of good practice that will work for your own programme, depending on what
attributes you’d like to develop and what the programme is trying to achieve.
@NHS_HealthEdEng @HEE_DigiReady
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The toolkit is crafted around the key findings, conclusions and 9 good practice guidelines that came out of a Health
Education England commissioned evaluation of 5 pilot Digital Champions Programmes.

Assumptions

Metrics

Sustainability

Evaluation of 5 pilot
programmes
Outcomes

Theory of
Change

Barriers

Mandatory
Training

Culture

Staff
Mobility

About this
Toolkit
!!

Some of these guidelines will only be
useful for certain kinds of programmes,
depending on what they are trying to
achieve.

!!

A few of the guidelines will only
apply to specific types of Digital
Champions, and certain kinds of
organisation.

!!

All of the guidelines will
need to be used in different
ways
across
different
programmes.

A summary table will help you understand which of the good practice guidelines to consider in order to meet the needs and
aspirations of your unique programme and organisation.
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Between the toolkit’s checklists, reflection questions and key findings, in this
resource you will find practical tools to help you complete the puzzle and begin
designing your own Digital Champions Programme to support the digital literacy of
your own organisational community and beyond.
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How to Use this Toolkit
Instructions to help you find your way around this resource.

Digital Champion Models and Approaches
A summary of the different approaches out there, and some real-world examples.

Pilot Evaluation
What and How
A look at how the evaluation of 5 pilot Digital Champions Programmes was conducted.
Underpinning Models
A summary of the theoretical models that were used in the evaluation.
Pilot Case Studies
A closer look at each of the five pilot Programmes, their objectives and what we learned.

Contents
Page

1. Great Ormond Street
2. Freeformers
3. Midlands Partnership
Foundation Trust

4. One London
5. West Sussex Partners in Care

Key Findings
A summary of the key lessons learned from the evaluation, and a look at the 9 good practice guidelines it illuminated.

Good Practice Guidelines
A look at each guideline in isolation, featuring key learning points, checklists and some questions for programme teams to
ask themselves as they develop their own approach to a Digital Champions Programme.
1. Theory of Change
2. Outcomes

3. Metrics
4. Sustainability

Summary Table

5.Culture
6. Assumptions

7. Mandatory Training
8. Staff Mobility

9. Barriers – Including additional
pages on barriers to learning and
broader Information Governance
blockages that Digital Champions
need to be aware of.

A navigation table to help you find the good practice to fit the attributes and aspirations of your unique programme.

Supporting Resources and Acknowledgements
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Includes a list of the resources references through the toolkit – including a collection of case studies from NHS knowledge and library services
that show the benefits of engaging with your community library and NHS knowledge services – and additional resources for further support.

How to Use this Toolkit
In the menu on the left-hand-side, you will find a condensed version of the contents.
The current page will be highlighted in bold to show you where you are in the resource and what’s coming up next.

How to Use
this Toolkit

New headings may appear as you enter into new sections, depending on if they have
any subsections – see image to the right for an example.
Click on a specific section or subsection to be taken to the first page of that chapter of the toolkit.

Models and
Approaches

For the extended contents page, hit the ‘Back to Contents’ bar at the bottom of the side menu.

Pilot Evaluation

To go back to the previous page, click the ‘Back’ option.
To move on to the next page, hit ‘Next.’

Good Practice
Guidelines
Summary Table
Resources &
Acknowledgements

How to Read this Toolkit
This toolkit has been designed to highlight some of example models and approaches to the delivery and leadership of a Digital
Champions Programme.
If you’re in the early stages of planning a programme….
You might find it helpful to read this toolkit through in its entirety initially. Then, once you’ve gone away and considered exactly what
you’d like your programme to achieve and what attributes you’d like to develop, you might choose to consult the Summary Table which
will help guide you to the sections that will best apply to your programme.
If you already have an established programme in place…
You might want to explore the Pilot Evaluation and Good Practice Guidelines sections for some success factors that have been
celebrated in observed good practice which may enrich your programme in some way.

Back to contents
Back
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Whether you’re heading up an established programme or in the early days of planning,
be sure to explore the final Barriers pages which look at the broader blockages and obstacles
organisations face when implementing digital that all Digital Champions should anticipate.
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One Digital’s Digital Champion Knowledge Hub outlines the different Digital Champion models, arranging them into formal and informal models. The
different approaches have been summarised below and paired with a real-world example to demonstrate what they may look like in practice.
Informal Models

How to Use this
Toolkit

Models and
Approaches

Formal Models

Informal Digital
Champions

Volunteer Digital
Champions

Embedded Digital
Champions

Professional Digital
Champions

Work Based Digital
Champions

Family, friends,
neighbours

Based in a variety of
locations e.g., libraries or
community organisations

Work for charities, private
of public sector – fulltime dedicated role

Work for orgs. providing
services to people who
are sometimes digitally
excluded

Work for any organisation –
especially those undergoing
digital transformation

Informal and formal
learning and support

Informal digital nudges –
linked to specific digital
skills and transactions

Informal and formal
support and training –
developing in-work digital
skills of work colleagues

Informal learning and
support

Informal learning and
support

Pilot Evaluation
Good Practice
Guidelines
Summary Table
Resources &
Acknowledgements

Back to contents
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Social Care Institute for
Excellence (SCIE) summarises
this approach in an impact
evaluation for their “Get
connected” project…
“in a number of the case
study sites, it is evident that
the success of the Get
Connected project to date
had been as a result of the
enthusiasm and efforts of a
key individual… achieving
sustainability and long-term
impact will likewise depend
upon having a ‘digital
champion’ who will drive this
work forward.”

EXAMPLE:
NHS Merseyside
Introduced fifty digital
hubs for free internet
access and volunteer
Digital Champions to
train those wishing to
access the internet.
The_merseyside_digital
_roadmap.pdf
(ilinksmersey.nhs.uk)

One Digital defines this as…
“someone who is employed to
work directly with learners as
well as supporting and
recruiting volunteer Digital
Champions.”

One Digital defines this as…
“an individual working within
an organisation to support
service users or colleagues to
develop their essential digital
skills.”

EXAMPLE:
Skills for Care
In their Digital leadership Guide resource
(skillsforcare.org.uk) they suggest that
through the Digital Champions Network ,
“you can nominate a member of staff to
become a ‘Digital Champion’ who can access
training and support and become the ‘go to’
person for the organisation, mentoring and
supporting others.

EXAMPLE:
An STP (Sustainability and
Transformation Partnership)
Practice nurses from an STP
participated in action
learning sets focusing on
digital upskilling – during
which the “digital practice
nurse champions” shared
learning and experiences of
technology-enabled care in
their practice.
Digital by choice: becoming
part of a digitally ready general
practice team (rcni.com)

@NHS_HealthEdEng
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In their Digital Champion Knowledge Hub, One Digital notes that these approaches are flexible and can be adapted to fit each organisation.

How to Use this
Toolkit

Pilot Evaluation: What and How?

Models and
Approaches

What?

Pilot Evaluation
What & How
Underpinning
Models
Pilot Case
Studies
Key Findings

Clarity Consulting Associates Ltd (Clarity) were commissioned by Health Education England (HEE) to evaluate up to 5 Digital Champions
Programmes overseen by HEE from across the health and care sector, with the intention of identifying learning and recommending good
practice for the future of the Digital Champions Programme.
1. Great Ormond
Street
2. Freeformers

3. Midlands
Partnership
Foundation Trust

4. One London
5. West Sussex Partners
in Care

Each programme took a different approach to the delivery and support of their Digital Champions, but all were designed with the
intention of empowering staff to use digital tools more effectively themselves.

How? 5 Evaluation Elements:
For each pilot programme, the following questions were asked:

Good Practice
Guidelines

Summary Table
Resources &
Acknowledgements
Back to contents
Back

This toolkit will now explore some example approaches to the delivery and leadership of a Digital Champions Programme by turning to look
at an evaluation of five pilot Digital Champions Programmes.

Next

1. How did the
team think
they would make
change
happen?

2. What did they
measure to help them
understand whether
the programme had
worked?

3. Did they think
that they
had achieved
what they set out
to do?

And each pilot was considered through key academic models to understand…
• How culture is created and changed within organisations
• How adults learn
• What barriers get in the way of people making changes
• Whether the programme was likely to keep going after the pilot stage.
The academic models that were used in the evaluation are named on the next page.

4. Was the time,
money, and
effort worth it for
what they
achieved?

5. How
much time,
money
and effort
did it take?

@NHS_HealthEdEng @HEE_DigiReady

Underpinning Academic Models Used in the
Evaluation

How to Use this
Toolkit

Adult Learning:
1.
Respects a well-established sense of self.
Leverages past experience & existing knowledge.
Clarifies goals & purpose.
Focusses on relevance & application to the learner.
Taps internal motivation & self-determination.
Sees mistakes as valuable data.
Co-creates the learning process.

Models and
Approaches

Pilot Evaluation
What & How

Underpinning
Models
Pilot Case
Studies
Key Findings
Good Practice
Guidelines
Summary Table
Resources &
Acknowledgements
Back to contents
Back

Next

2.

(Knowles – adapted)
KEY:
1. An adapted version of Knowle’s Adult
Learning Theory – For the inclusion of
the facets of adult learning
2. Health Education England’s Six
Domains of Digital Capability – For the
extent to which the pilot programmes
addressed the established barriers to
access for technology enhanced
learning. Read more about the model
at: Improving Digital Literacy - HEE and
RCN report.pdf
3. A model devised by the evaluation
team – For considering the success of
each pilot
4. Johnson and Scholes’ Cultural Web –
For the consideration of cultural factors

4.
3.

How to Use this Toolkit

Models and Approaches

Over the next few pages, we will take a closer look at each pilot programme and what the evaluation found.
Use the Summary Table to find out which case study you should consult to find the good practice to fit the attributes and
aspirations of your programme!

Pilot Evaluation
What & How
Underpinning
Models

Pilot Case
Studies
1.Great
Ormond Street
2.Freeformers
3.Midlands
Partnership
4.One London
5.West Sussex
Key Findings

Pilot 1: Great Ormond Street Hospital
Based on the established Barclays Digital Ambassadors Programme.
Programme Objective: No specific delivery intention beyond establishing a group of Digital Champions who would have the
organisation's support to self-determine how they would function to support the organisational objective, thus becoming more digitally
literate.
Programme’s stated Theory of Change:
Identifying multi-disciplinary clinical and managerial volunteers with an interest in digital within the workplace – delivering educational
input to build skills and knowledge and empowering them to self-organise – will catalyse a movement for digital capability within the
organisation.
Appears to be grounded in a hypothesis that education will lead to autonomous drive for improvement.

Good Practice Guidelines
Summary Findings:
Summary Table

Resources &
Acknowledgements

Built a team of Digital Champions who are now set to lead the digital cultural change programme to ensure that the whole
organisation is digitally enabled.

Back to contents

Built communities of practice or peer support networks encouraging their Digital Champions to continue to share learning and to
shape the future of the work – see Sustainability.

Back

No specified outcomes or metrics – see Metrics.

Next
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How to Use this Toolkit

Pilot 2: Freeformers

Models and Approaches

HEE national programme commissioned pilot – working in Lancashire with midwifery services from the NHS Trust and Virgin Care.

Pilot Evaluation

Programme Objective: Deliver a trained cohort of staff who can provide sessions to colleagues to develop their digital literacy
without reference to specific healthcare technology.
▪ Intended to impact primarily the individual and the teams within which they work, and for this to reach the rest of the service.
▪ Did not endeavour to assess the impact on patient care.

What & How
Underpinning
Models

Pilot Case
Studies
1.Great
Ormond Street
2.Freeformers
3.Midlands
Partnership
4.One London
5.West Sussex
Key Findings
Good Practice Guidelines

Programme’s stated Theory of Change:
A short, structured programme of participative educational content with a participant commitment to cascade learning to their
peers, which gives a clear learning and delivery objective, supported by a digital platform and clear timeframes. The inferred
outcome is that staff are better equipped for the digital transformation of health services already underway.
(Theory of Change 2 – see Theory of Change.)
Summary Findings:

Empowered midwives to build the skills and confidence to support their colleagues with the planned roll out of a digital version of
the Red Book (the handheld record given to parents/guardians of every child).
Participant pre- and post-programme survey identified a positive change in all metrics, but most notably in Forward Thinking and
Metacognition.

Summary Table
Resources &
Acknowledgements
Back to contents

In exploring key areas such as password security and handling personal identifiable information, they found that participants had not
fully understood the importance, implications, and requirements of the training. They found that staff had often not implemented
good practice beyond policy requirements or translated this into their home life. These outcomes speak to
the Freeformers’ hypothesis that existing mandatory training may not be effective for the digital expectations and operations of the
workforce – see Mandatory Training.
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Summary findings continue on the next page…

How to Use this Toolkit

Pilot 2: Freeformers

Models and Approaches

Though the programme was not tailored to healthcare specific digital technology, 91% of participants reported using the learning in their
work, suggesting that the nonspecific digital capability of the workforce requires development and cannot be assumed – see Assumptions and
Mandatory Training.

Pilot Evaluation
What & How
Underpinning
Models

The key attribute determining the reach of the programme was which of the participating organisations the participant belonged to. One
organisation was experiencing enduring staff shortages and did not free up participant or team time for the 15-minute skills cascade sessions
to be conducted, restricting programme reach to only direct participants.

Pilot Case
Studies

Participants who had engaged leadership and management also had protected time for participants to deliver their cascade training.

1.Great
Ormond Street
2.Freeformers
3.Midlands
Partnership
4.One London
5.West Sussex
Key Findings

Programme delivered robust evidence that the participants saw a significantly enhanced digital capability but identified that the ability to
share that learning was constrained by operational delivery, organisational attitude and prioritisation of the ‘urgent over the important’ – see
Culture.
Established good practice in understanding baseline mindset and had clear delivery metrics and targets, allowing them to demonstrate the
following……. (table below) – see Metrics.
Workshops delivered

3/2

Champions Activated

26/30

The target for the pilot was 30 advocates across the whole of Lancashire and South Cumbria
ICS.

Active Champions

7/26

Defined as advocates who have delivered any sessions.

Good Practice Guidelines
Summary Table

Total Sessions delivered

Resources &
Acknowledgements
Back to contents
Back

Next

Reach

One additional workshop delivered due to staffing issues affecting attendance at the first
one.

62

Defined as a session of over 5 minutes where a Champion has logged completion using the
app.

107/260

Number of unique participants reached by the Champions over the potential number to be
reached by 26 Champions.

Go to the Summary Table to find out which case study you should consult to find the good
practice to fit your programme!
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Pilot 3: Midlands Partnership Foundation Trust

How to Use this Toolkit

Programme Objective: Objectives clearly stated (see below) but without quantifiable metrics.

Models and Approaches

Pilot Evaluation

1

What & How
Underpinning
Models

Project Objective
Ensure District and Mental Health
staff are suitability skilled in the use of digital technology to
support the project.

Pilot Case
Studies
1.Great
Ormond Street
2.Freeformers
3. Midlands
Partnership
4.One London
5.West Sussex

Also now providing videos that support both staff training on clinical procedures and patient and
carer information.

2

3

Key Findings
4

Good Practice Guidelines
Summary Table

5

Resources &
Acknowledgements
Back to contents
Back

Next

Description of how achieved
Digital Champion group now established – over the
last 12 months this group have piloted and standardised the process to enable other frontline
staff to use low forms of digital technology including Flo, Facebook, Mobile apps, Jaba, virtual
huddle boards, Virtual Clinics and text reminding services on RiO and SendIT.

6

The Digital Champion group will now meet on a regular basis to share and disseminate the
information to their teams.
Ensure suitable training provision is in place to enable clinical
Training team available to provide support.
staff to use such technologies in the future.
Standard Work (akin to Standard Operating Procedures) and Guides available on intranet page.
Now also providing videos that support both staff training on clinical procedures and patient and
carer information.
Undertake a proof of concept for each of the four areas
identified.

During 12-month pilot stage a proof of concept has been undertaken for Skype Consultations,
Flo, Facebook and videos which are now in widespread use amongst the teams..

Determine the associated Information Governance processes Information Governance approval was sought out and confirmed with each of the processes.
to be followed in support of each of the four types of
technologies.
Identify any associated technology issues to be considered
Identified issues with Skype consultations not working with Care Homes and
(and their associated resolutions) as part of this project and
external partners. Overcame this by piloting Jaba and other products.
for future implementations of such technology.
The mental health team wanted to develop a self-help app for external out of hours but due to
the cost and the long-term maintenance this was unachievable.
Ensure Standard Work and guidance on these four areas is
available via an area on SharePoint.

Standard Work and guidance available on the intranet page under Digital Champions.

Programme objectives continue on next page…

Pilot 3: Midlands Partnership Foundation Trust

How to Use this Toolkit

Models and Approaches

Pilot Evaluation
What & How
Underpinning
Models

Pilot Case
Studies
1.Great
Ormond Street
2.Freeformers
3.Midlands
Partnership
4.One London
5.West Sussex
Key Findings
Good Practice Guidelines

Programme’s stated Theory of Change:

Groups of the willing can be supported to deliver a digital change which they feel will benefit patient care through a peer network
and support to navigate and draw on organisational resources, empowering them to take action – e.g. training support from IT
teams.
(Theory of Change 1 – see Theory of Change.)

Tracked the following expected benefits:
1
2
3
4

Benefit
Virtual clinics will reduce travel time and potentially improve healing rates.
Facebook, Apps and FLO: Improved knowledge of patients about health promotion prevention and self-management.
Spread and shared information on the use of low-level technology to support care delivery, health promotion and self-management within the
organisation.
Improved support for formal and informal carers within nursing homes who are supporting patients with dementia.

Summary Findings:
Built from 12 to more than 190 Digital Champions all delivering digitally supported improvements in services offered to patients.

Summary Table

Resources &
Acknowledgements
Back to contents
Back

Programme Objective:
▪ Intended to create Digital Champions who would build the skills and confidence necessary to roll out specific digital initiatives within their
own services, with the intention of delivering benefits to patients/service users.
▪ Seeks to impact the individual, the team, the organisation and the population, and to create a sustainable network of selfmotivated Champions whose approach will be embedded by the organisation over time as standard operating processes.

Next

Rolled out four digital tools which saved time and money, but more importantly improved staff experience and gave them more time to spend on clinical
care.
Considered how to measure wider factors – e.g. confidence and capability of participants but also impact of digital intervention on end-user experience,
service delivery and patient outcomes – see Metrics.
@NHS_HealthEdEng @HEE_DigiReady

Summary Findings continue on next page…

How to Use this Toolkit

Pilot 3: Midlands Partnership Foundation Trust

Models and Approaches

Summary Findings:

Pilot Evaluation

Measured the impact of initiatives implemented by their Champions giving them case studies to celebrate, attracting more Digital
Champions and building belief in digitally supported improvement in working practices, staff experience and patient outcomes – see
Metrics, Assumptions and Sustainability.

What & How
Underpinning
Models

Pilot Case
Studies
1.Great
Ormond Street
2.Freeformers
3.Midlands
Partnership
4.One London
5.West Sussex
Key Findings
Good Practice Guidelines
Summary Table

Resources &
Acknowledgements
Back to contents

Built communities of practice or peer support networks encouraging their Digital Champions to continue to share learning and to
shape the future of the work – see Sustainability.
Empowered self-selected Digital Champions to pull on organisational resource, engage colleagues and grow their numbers to build
cultural change and sustainability alongside delivering digitally enabled change for staff and patients – see Culture.

The basic level of understanding of the participants was extremely variable, and many of the enthusiastic self-selecting Champions of
this programme would likely have been disinterested in the basic skills training of the more structured programmes, but could benefit
from understanding the potential range of starting points of their colleagues – see Assumptions .

Pilot 4: One London
Locally funded pilot.
Programme Objective: Overall intention was to support the update of four specific digital interventions commissioned in the local
system, using staff and peer user Digital Champions to build confidence in the use of the specific tools.
▪ Participants expected to deliver support interventions to improve uptake, but no baseline data or success criteria were established.
▪ Intended to have an impact on the population, but quantitative metrics collected all relate to the experience of the individual on
participation in the programme.
▪ Anticipated that this reach would extend across the borough and be part of the enduring digital shift in the system.
@NHS_HealthEdEng @HEE_DigiReady
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One London continue on next page…
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Models and Approaches

Pilot Evaluation
What & How
Underpinning
Models

Pilot Case
Studies
1.Great
Ormond Street
2.Freeformers
3.Midlands
Partnership
4.One London
5.West Sussex
Key Findings
Good Practice Guidelines
Summary Table

Resources &
Acknowledgements
Back to contents
Back
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Pilot 4: One London
Programme’s stated Theory of Change: No expressed theory, but implicit theory...
A structured group programme training participants in the practical use of specified
prioritised digital interventions would give peer users and staff the confidence required to support the
uptake of these interventions amongst service users, leading to improved health outcomes.
There was no initial concept about how this support would be delivered
Summary Findings:
Clear success metrics for participation in the programme:
▪ Trained 56 Ambassadors – 15 patients/public members – remaining comprised of NHS workforce, including practice staff.
▪ In an initial survey, 39% of the 49 that answered the question “Why do you want to become a Digital Ambassador?” stated that they
wanted to help others.
▪ 94% of Ambassadors indicated that the duration of the training session (3 hours) was sufficient.
▪ 26% of Ambassadors said they were very confident before the training, however after the session this increased to 52%.
▪ ‘Health Help Now’ module was the most valued by Ambassadors on delivery.
▪ Average time spent training digital citizen(s) is 30 mins, with 3 being trained per session.

Anecdotal feedback suggested that significant numbers of staff had moved to roles in neighbouring systems and were no longer
active – highlights the challenge associated with training people to specific technology, rather than generic skills, in a highly mobile
workforce – see Assumptions.
Developed a community hub delivery model which successfully supports patients to use apps designed to aid their health –
improving access to both equipment and to potential cascade training participants – see Barriers.
Whilst the programme is being recognised by the system, there is no evidence of ongoing organisational support to deliver sessions,
resulting in heavy reliance on the peer support model.
A mixed cohort of public and staff allowed knowledge gaps to be surfaced by the public without staff needing to
express them explicitly – created a supportive space in which people felt comfortable to share
@NHS_HealthEdEng @HEE_DigiReady
knowledge gaps. See Mandatory Training.
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Models and Approaches

Pilot Evaluation
What & How
Underpinning
Models

Pilot Case
Studies
1.Great
Ormond Street
2.Freeformers
3.Midlands
Partnership
4.One London
5.West Sussex
Key Findings
Good Practice Guidelines

Funded by Health and Social Care Integration Innovation fund (a funding stream from Health Education England Kent, Surrey &
Sussex)
Programme Objective: Objective stated but no outcomes specified, no metrics identified, and no success criteria described.
▪ To contribute to a wider programme to develop skills for career development and progression in the care workforce, specifically
focussing on those already in leadership roles to support their colleagues in the use of technology.
▪ Intended to influence the care workforce for the future.
Programme’s stated Theory of Change: No stated theory, but implicit Theory of Change…
A structured educational programme tailored in detail to the setting and personal experience/skills of the participants would give care
home workers the requisite capability and confidence to adopt the current digital requirements and anticipated technological
developments expected to emerge in future regulatory changes, as well as support their colleagues to adopt them.
Metrics collected do not align to the theory of change or objectives, instead focussing on the personal experience and application of
basic digital skills.
Summary Findings:
Metrics were focussed on initial participation in the programme with a short-term follow-up qualitative assessment of the
impact of the course in the workplace.

Semi-structured interviews suggested that the accessibility of resources via a digital platform (the Knowledge Exchange) enabled
the cascading of knowledge to colleagues and provided a bolstering of their role as an active Digital Champion.

Summary Table

Resources &
Acknowledgements
Back to contents
Back

Pilot 5: West Sussex Partners in Care

Next

Semi-structured interviews also identified that individuals were not supported in their suggestions to explore additional digital
functionality within their workplace. Participants rather used their skills to improve their own delivery and support to residents
by, for example, increasing their speed in sending an email (therefore increasing resident
contact time), or producing posters to improve communications.
@NHS_HealthEdEng @HEE_DigiReady
Summary Findings continue on the next page…
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Pilot 5: West Sussex Partners in Care

Models and Approaches

Summary Findings:

Pilot Evaluation
What & How
Underpinning
Models

Pilot Case
Studies
1.Great
Ormond Street
2.Freeformers
3.Midlands
Partnership
4.One London
5.West Sussex
Key Findings
Good Practice Guidelines

Built confidence and capability to use digital tools which improved working lives of workers in care homes –
reducing time and stress – and gave some participants the confidence to support residents to stay safe online and
communicate with loved ones.
Many participants (care home staff) had little knowledge of the functionality or differences between tablets and
PCs and were supporting residents to use technology they were unfamiliar with themselves. Most were
also unfamiliar with Microsoft Office and email. Spending time building skills and confidence to interact with
technology had the greatest impact on the day-to-day work of the participants – see Mandatory Training.

Trained highly mobile care workers who did not always stay long enough as a single individual within that setting to
have a sustainable impact – see Staff Mobility.

The Summary Table will help you navigate which case study to consult
in order to find the good practice to fit your programme!

Summary Table
Resources &
Acknowledgements
Back to contents
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This toolkit will now identify the lessons learned from the evaluation
in its totality to help you embed the elements of good practice that
suit the needs and aspirations of your unique programme.

@NHS_HealthEdEng @HEE_DigiReady
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In 4/5 programmes, the intention was also that those staff would support their colleagues to use digital tools more effectively.
Only 1/5 programmes also intended to support patients to use specific health tools.

When all 5 of the pilot programmes were considered together, there were some standout conclusions. These are shared
below, along with the important lessons they teach us about developing our own Digital Champions Programmes.

Pilot Evaluation
What & How
Underpinning
Models
Pilot Case
Studies

Key Findings
Good Practice
Guidelines
Summary Table

Resources &
Acknowledgements
Back to contents
Back

So, 5/5 programmes intended to empower staff to use digital tools more effectively themselves.

Next

Programmes that did all their training in one go (e.g., over 6 months)
found that staff changed jobs and could not carry on. This meant that
they did not reach as many people as they expected.
Learning: Plan for staff moving on and how you will make sure that you
have enough Digital Champions over time.
Some of the programmes did not
decide before they started what they
should measure. They did not know
where they had started, so they did
not know how far they had come.
Others measured what changed for
the Digital Champion, like their
confidence and skills, but they did not
all measure what they thought would
change for the people they were
caring for.
Learning: Make sure that you know
where you want to go, where you are
starting and how you will measure
that.

Those sent to train by
their managers often
needed support with
basic digital skills – e.g.,
setting strong
passwords. Others just
needed help with
finding a solution to an
existing problem they’d
come across.
Learning: Make sure
you understand what
skills your Digital
Champions already
have – do not make
assumptions.

The organisation which encouraged people to do what they thought was
important and invite others to join them has found it the easiest to keep
going.
Learning: Think about whether your Digital Champions will need to keep going
after the pilot stage ends and what support they might need to do that.
Only 1/5 programmes also
intended to support patients
to use specific health tools.
And no programme had a clear
message about how the work
of their Digital Champions
would help people to improve
their health.
Learning: Think about how
your programme will help
people to improve their
health to help get the design
right, and measure things
which will help you understand
what is going well or not.

None of the teams considered what might go wrong, or things that might get in their way before starting
their programme. If they had done this, they could have planned differently and achieved more.
Learning: Work with people who are interested in the Digital Champions Programme from across your
organisation to understand what could go wrong. Then plan to make it less likely that those things will
happen.

People who asked to go on the training put in
much more effort in organisations where they
were given the time and freedom to do
so. Where support was not there, even
enthusiastic people did not succeed.
Learning: Support from their manager is one of
the most important things a Digital Champion
needs.
Almost all participants received annual training
on subjects like keeping data safe. One of the
programmes found that the way that most
people are trained meant that they understood
how to do this for their work, but not necessarily
what this would mean in different situations,
like using a new tool, or in their lives outside of
work, or for supporting their service users.
Learning: People may have skills and knowledge,
but you may need to help them to use this in a
different way or a different setting.
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Looking at the 5 pilots as a whole…

Was the time, money, and effort worth it for what the programmes achieved?
The organisations which
celebrated when things
went well and invited
people to join in only if
they wanted to started to
build a big team of people
who wanted to help.
They were able to
keep making changes and
supporting more Digital
Champions
because everyone
is enthusiastic, and the
organisation lets you
make changes as part of
your day job.

Programmes that trained
one set of Digital
Champions and then
stopped found it hard
to deliver what they had
planned because people
left or changed jobs.
People often did not go
far, sometimes to the
organisation next door. If
they worked together to
train people, they could
take their skills with them
to any job.

Programmes which gave people general
skills to work with different tools and
technology achieved more than the
programmes which chose the tools people
should use and trained them just to do
that.

None of the programmes
looked at what their
organisation thought was
most important for the
people they care for to work
out what they should do. All
the programmes were based
on good ideas, but they did
not test whether they were
the best or most important
ways of doing things.
Because of this, we do not
know whether they could
have spent their time and
money better doing
something else.

Sometimes the people funding and
running the programmes did not consider
how the programmes would keep going if
they were successful, even if they saved
money.
So, they stopped when the funding ran
out and did not achieve everything they
could have done.

@NHS_HealthEdEng
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In summary, the key to a successful Digital Champions Programme is to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Give Digital Champions skills not just a task to do
Make sure that your Digital Champions want to be Digital Champions and have not been ‘volunteered’
Match the starting point of your programme to the knowledge, skills, and confidence your Digital Champions are starting with
Make sure that the Digital Champion’s manager supports them
Think about what you want to change for staff and the people you care for
Work out how you will measure what you have achieved (and measure where you are starting from)
Think about how your organisation works and how your Digital Champion will work in your organisation
Know how you will get the support you need to keep going

From these learnings, the evaluation identified 9 key areas that helped the programmes be successful, but no programme considered all nine:

Key Findings
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Sustainability

Barriers

Mandatory
Training

Culture
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Mobility
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Using the key learnings of this evaluation, the remainder of this toolkit will explore
each of these 9 good practice guidelines in isolation. Each guideline comes with
actionable checklists and key questions for programme teams to ask themselves
as they develop their own approach to a Digital Champions Programme.

@NHS_HealthEdEng @HEE_DigiReady
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In this Good Practice Guidelines Section, each of the nine good practice guidelines exposed by the evaluation will
be explored.

Pilot Evaluation
Assumptions

Good Practice
Guidelines
1.Theory of
Change
2.Outcomes
3.Metrics
4.Sustainability
5.Culture
6.Assumptions
7.Mandatory
Training
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Outcomes

Theory of
Change

Metrics

Sustainability

Barriers

Mandatory
Training

Culture

Staff
Mobility

1. Theory of Change
2. Outcomes
Frameworks
3. Metrics
4. Sustainability
5. Culture
6. Assumptions
7. Mandatory
Training
8. Staff Mobility
9. Barriers

Under each guideline, you will find a summary of the success factors found within some of the good practice observed
during the evaluation, as well as reflection questions and checklists for practical application to your own Digital
Champions Programme.
Some of these guidelines will only be useful for certain kinds of programme, depending
on what they are trying to achieve.
The Summary Table at the end of this toolkit will help you navigate which guidelines to
consult in order to meet the goals of your unique programme, so that you can start
embedding the elements of good practice that will work for your organisation!
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THEORY OF CHANGE

Be Clear On What You Want To Happen and How

Establishing a Theory of Change is all about explaining the rationale behind your programme. Chapter 3 of W.K. Kellogg Foundation Logic Model
Guide | Better Evaluation offers instructions, templates and a checklist to help you expand your logic model to explore your Theory of Change.

Success Factors in Observed Good Practice:

Good Practice
Guidelines
1.Theory of
Change
2.Outcomes
3.Metrics
4.Sustainability
5.Culture
6.Assumptions
7.Mandatory
Training
8.Staff Mobility
9.Barriers
Summary Table
Resources &
Acknowledgements
Back to contents

1. Clarity of purpose – understanding specifically what you are trying to achieve and what success will look like enables selection of
an appropriate Theory of Change.
2. Understanding your organisational culture – picking a Theory of Change which your culture can support.

3. Understanding the base levels of digital literacy in your workforce – ensures that there are no unnecessary barriers to
participation with your selected theory of change.
4. Establishing a Theory of Change and designing your programme to support that theory across the organisation – including
ownership in support services and management structures to value the programme and support success.
Background from Pilots:
Two emerging Theories of Change serve as templates for different types of organisational cultures.
Midlands Partnership Foundation Trust
For permissive, innovative cultures with a focus on delivery
for specific patient benefit who are confident in the basic
digital capability of their staff.
For organisations with a culture of distributed leadership,
innovation, matrix working and localised control of resources.
(Theory of Change 1)

The Freeformers model
Suited to organisations needing to address the basic and universal skill levels
of staff which could accelerate them beyond existing approaches, and whose
established training and improvement culture sues a cascade approach where
novices (those with less experience or confidence) are supported by
experts/super-users to build confidence in the use of specific techniques.
(Theory of Change 2)
@NHS_HealthEdEng @HEE_DigiReady
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Find out which Theory of Change is right for your organisation on the next page.
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If you…
• are happy to let staff give things
a go – understanding it may not
work first time.
• are confident you have (or
can find) a small group of
enthusiastic staff who are
prepared to try new things, are
not tentative about digital
solutions, and have the passion
to build a community.

Be Clear On What You Want To Happen and How

Which Theory of Change is Right for Your Organisation?

• are happy to free up time for front
line staff to be involved in designing
solutions that will work for them.
• free up your digital teams to work
with clinicians to ensure it’s
appropriately supported
• can empower those teams to share
their learning and enthuse their
colleagues to adopt or to raise
issues.

• prefer to roll out selected, tested
digital solutions to be applied
organisation wide.
• have a group of trainers/superusers available to support
delivery of educational style
training.
• can support staff being released
to undertake training and onward
cascade in their teams.

Midlands Partnership Foundation Trust’s Model
Theory of Change 1: Groups of the willing can be supported to deliver a
digital change which they feel will benefit patient and service user care
through a peer network and support to draw on organisational resources,
empowering them to take action.
Your Planning Checklist

feel that staff do not have well
established basic digital literacy
(e.g., good password
management, outlook
calendars) or the confidence
and skills to use core systems
(e.g. full use of electronic
patient record functionality,
booking systems, systems
supporting virtual MDT).

Theory of Change 2: Short structure programme of participative educational
content with a participant commitment to cascade learning to peers – gives
clear delivery objectives, supported by a digital platform and clear timeframes,
ensures staff are equipped for the digital transformation of services underway.
Try Theory
of Change 1

Try Theory of
Change 2
x

Is your programme designed to build core digital literacy skills?

x
x

Is your programme intended to be driven by digital professionals? (E.g.,
IT department according to a pre-determined end point such as a Long
Term Plan digital road map with pre-agreed solutions.)
Do you have the capacity to support development and adoption of new
ideas?

•

The Freeformers Model

Is your programme designed to support roll out of a specific tool?

Is your programme intended to support problem solving
and innovation by front line staff?

If you…

x
@NHS_HealthEdEng @HEE_DigiReady
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1. Clarity of purpose – understanding the outcomes you’re trying to impact and factors which have the potential to affect the
achievement of them.
2. Understanding especially how digital outcomes contribute to overarching outcomes.

3. Understanding how digital tools currently support and hinder your organisation – through a poor fit, low adoption, or absence.

4. Evaluating digital proposals against their potential contribution to the delivery of organisation/system outcomes.

5. Understanding base levels of digital literacy, digital adoption, and digital mindset in your workforce – knowing your baseline so
that you can understand what’s changed.
Background from Pilots:
Organisations did not link programmes to any intended outcomes, rather deployed programmes driven by a sense that improved digital skills are an inherently
good thing – as a natural cultural fit – or as an alternative means to mobilise a pre-selected digital tool without the need to directly train every member of staff.
They were therefore unable to quantify and track potential impact on peers, patients and populations.
Deriving an outcomes framework for organisations to adapt and test their initiatives against could be of value in accelerating the uptake of digital schemes
supported by Digital Champions.
While a true understanding of the contribution of digital tools and infrastructure is still in development, there is now sufficient understanding of intended
outcomes in most ICS footprints for organisations to consider how digital might
support the delivery of these outcomes.
@NHS_HealthEdEng @HEE_DigiReady

Find out how to apply this to your Digital Champions Programme on the next page.
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Training
8.Staff Mobility
9.Barriers

Outcomes Checklist:

Yes

No

Does your digital plan support these? (Rather than
delivering digital improvements as a perceived inherent
good)

Could you derive them from your Long Term Plan?

Can you describe why? Try testing this thinking with
end users

Is it mandatory? Does it meet a compliance
requirement or regulation? If not, then it may be
worth reconsidering

Are people working around your current
systems?

Is this because they are hard to use? Or not
valued/trusted? Or not fit for purpose? Consider and
test your solution against how they would like to work
and what they are trying to achieve rather than from a
compliance mindset

Is this due to a compliance mindset or because they
are good enough, or invaluable? Use this insight to
inform your conversations about how you can
support achievement of outcomes

Is your programme intended to
support problem solving and innovation by
front line staff?

Do you have a design process to ensure that the
initiatives which contribute to achievement
of outcomes are prioritised? Are staff supported if their
ideas are not progressed at this time? Are these
priorities communicated to those innovating?

How can you ensure that your planned
improvements and roll outs are aligned to
achievement of outcomes? Do you have sufficient
clinical voice in the development and shaping of the
digital plan?

Does this shape your plans? If not, how could you
support that?

How do you support staff to build the digital art of
the possible (and the feasible) into their thinking?

Do you have clear outcomes to work
towards?
Do you think this digital change will increase
impact or otherwise improve outcomes?

Summary Table
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• Do you explore options from a ‘what should be done’ rather
than a ‘what can be done’ mindset?
• Are the digital team positioned to shape thinking about what
could be possible?
• Is your digital team focussed on reacting to identified
problems or working to understand potential limitations?
• Is your digital roadmap shaped by a national checklist, or
aligned to delivery of priority outcome changes?

• Where have workstreams/change
programmes/teams identified digital elements as
a hindrance to delivery? What have they told you?
• Do you know what everyone is trying to achieve?
• Do you have sufficient links between front line,
support and digital teams such that
they understand how they each want to work?

Do staff in your organisation believe that
digital is an enabler?
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METRICS Make Sure What You’re Measuring Is Meaningful
Success Factors in Observed Good Practice:
1. Clarity of purpose – a clear understanding of the intended impact of the intervention. This varied from measuring the selfreported impact for individual staff members (often relating to confidence in using new skills), to roll out metrics (e.g., how many
staff/teams are now using a tool) or number of people on the programme. This enabled success to be celebrated and the
programme valued.
2. Establishing a baseline – sites which took baseline measurements had a much deeper understanding of impact and were able to
use that data to hypothesise about factors which could improve the programme, including cultural factors. (The Freeformers
programme has established good practice in understanding baseline mindset).

3. Understanding how to measure factors such as confidence and capability of programme participants, but also the reach of the
programme – such as impact of a digital intervention on end user experience, service delivery, and patient experience – and
outcomes (the Midlands Partnership Foundation Trust approach is beginning to consider these wider impacts).
Background from Pilots:
In most cases, metrics were not aligned to the Theory of Change or objectives – many programmes failed to account for baseline
positions or to address cause and effect or correlation.
Many programmes were successful in ensuring initial commitment, but several struggled to secure ongoing funding to support a new way
of working as their evidence base drew too heavily on anecdotal feedback, or metrics which were seen as positive (e.g., increased staff
confidence) but without the sufficiently tangible link to service delivery needed for ongoing investment of time and money.
To be able to demonstrate the value of a programme and establish Digital Champions as a key approach to support delivery of health and
care services, metrics should both establish a baseline and capture the wider impact of the programme on service delivery, staff
experience and population health outcomes.
@NHS_HealthEdEng @HEE_DigiReady
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Find out how to apply this to your Digital Champions Programme on the next page.
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7.Mandatory
Training
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Things to Consider for Local Application…
1. Self-reported measures – e.g., confidence, capability,
gap between desired and baseline knowledge, and
degree of belief that digital can support delivery.
2. Self-reported cultural assessment – e.g., levels of
support in the participant’s day to day setting, perceived
freedom to act (to make changes in practice), ease of
accessing specialist support, perception of organisational
support and value of the programme.
3. Reach of the programme – how far does the cascade
reach and what impact does it have through the cascade?
4. Staff end user experience of implementing digital
change in practice.

Metrics Checklist:
Do you have clear objectives for the
programme?

Summary Table

Can you gather baseline data?
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Can you identify objective metrics of impact?
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Have you considered both the immediate
personal impacts on participants, and the
impact of the reach of the programme?

5. Manager/Team Leader reflections on the impact
on the individual and their team.
6. Impact on service delivery – e.g., reduced
handover times, reduced error rates, reduced
administrative requirement, improved flow of
service user contact, etc.
7. Impact on population outcomes – e.g., new
wound monitoring tools, reduced adverse
outcomes.
8. Self-reported barrier measures e.g., the extent
to which the programme has addressed barriers to
access for Technology Enhanced Learning. See
Health Education England’s Six Domains of Digital
Capability model to the right.
Yes

No

Can you describe what you expect to
change because of this programme?

What would success look like? – Are there general
‘goods’ that you could describe?

Can you describe why? Try testing this thinking
with end users

Is it mandatory? Does it meet a compliance
requirement or regulation? If not, then it may be
worth reconsidering

Can you identify them before the programme
starts? If not, could you establish a sub-set of core
measures to enhance with emergent metrics
which could be measured retrospectively?

Can you identify proxy measures?

How will you balance these when presenting the
success of the programme?

Can you align to the HR/OD strategy and
organisation/system outcomes to demonstrate
contribution to organisational aims?
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SUSTAINABILITY Planning For Sticky Change
Success Factors in Observed Good Practice:
1. Building skills and confidence to innovate – pilots which focussed on transferable skills and built confidence to innovate saw
greater longevity.

2. Building communities of practice – Midlands Partnership Foundation Trust, Great Ormond Street Hospital and, to a lesser
extent, One London each built communities of practice or peer support networks encouraging their Digital Champions to continue
to share learning and to shape the future of the work. This approach supports cultural – and therefore more sustainable – change
reaching beyond the individual.

3. Measurement – Midlands Partnership Foundation Trust measured the impact of the initiatives implemented by their
Champions giving them case studies to celebrate, attracting more Digital Champions and building belief in digitally supported
improvement in working practices, staff experience and patient outcomes.
4. Considering culture – the programmes which considered how they would communicate; what support model could be sustained
by their organisation; and how they would build support for the programme saw greater reach through their organisations.

Summary Table
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Background from Pilots:
Most projects did not make provision to track benefits beyond the end of the formal part of the Digital Champions Programme.
Cultural factors were not considered and mitigated at the outset.
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The work of Freeformers and West Sussex Partners offer valuable insights into actions which could be taken to increase the likelihood
of success of future work.
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Things to Consider for Local Application…
1. Ensure support for your
Champions and measurement
of impact is embedded into a
permanent part of your
organisation (not in a
temporary project team)

2. Consider any early impacts
that you could identify and
celebrate

4. Consider building a peer
support network or
community of practice for
your Digital Champions

5. How does your organisation decide
what to fund? What does it value?
What are its objectives? How can you
measure your contribution to these
priorities?

Sustainability Checklist:
Align some of your measurements and reporting to what matters most to the
organisation/funder

Summary Table
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Identify and track potential early wins to celebrate
Recruit and train to transferable skills and mindsets
Build ongoing support for your Digital Champions
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Embed support, reporting, communications, and celebration in a permanent team
Consider cultural factors and barriers (see Culture and Barriers)

3. Consider how
you will
communicate about
the programme and
attract more
participants

For further support with delivering a
sustainable programme, see Digital
Champions Network | Digital.
Digital Unite’s Digital Champions Network
offers project management, training and
support services and resources to help
programme leaders feel better equipped
to deliver a successful and sustainable
programme.
@NHS_HealthEdEng @HEE_DigiReady
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CULTURE
Who Will Be Involved and What Support Will They Need In The Context Of Our Organisation?
Success Factors in Observed Good Practice:
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1. Recruitment of the willing – participants with an interest in digital innovation combined with a personal development interest
appear to have both derived the greatest personal benefit and had the greatest impact on others.

2. Line Manager support – the Freeformers pilot noted that participants who had engaged leadership and management also
had protected time for participants to deliver their cascade training. Participants from services under more operational delivery
pressure were seen to be directed to prioritise operational delivery over developments which might have helped to ease that
pressure. Participants then lost momentum and confidence and far fewer delivered any cascade training.

3. Freedom to act – Midlands Partnership Foundation Trust empowered self-selected Digital Champions to pull on organisational
resource, engage colleagues and grow their numbers to build cultural change and sustainability alongside delivering digitally
enabled change for staff and patients. This freedom to act has created a vibrant and growing network of Digital Champions and
attracted the support of senior leadership. Together these elements are changing the culture of the organisation.
Background from Pilots:

Summary Table
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The impact of ‘being volunteered’ appears to have the greatest correlation with the programmes which reached far beyond their
initial participants to move from digital capability training into the creation of Digital Champions.
This, in combination with the level of organisational support and the permissiveness of the culture, seems to be the primary
determinant of the potential sustainable impact of all programmes beyond a personal level.

Back to contents
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Find out how to apply this to your Digital Champions Programme on the next page.
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Who Will Be Involved and What Support Will They Need In The Context Of Our Organisation?
Things to Consider for Local Application…

Pilot Evaluation

The importance of culture is rarely fully considered when designing a programme.
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The Cultural Web as conceived by Johnson and Scholes (see right) can be a useful tool for exploring
the cultural context of a programme.
As well as Johnson and Scholes’ 6 cultural factors, consider also…
✓ Engaging the HR/People function of the organisation to attract the right candidates for the type of
programme you are delivering.
✓ Working with line managers and leadership to build support for Digital Champions to act and draw
on resources and other teams. The latter can be a bigger factor in securing the success of the programme
than the individual efforts and drive of the Digital Champions, especially where managerial support is
absent.
Recruitment and Culture Checklist:

Cultural Web | Art of change
making (leadershipcentre.org.uk)

Yes

No

What is your strategy to positively manage and
maximise their contribution and impact?

What barriers may your Digital Champions face if
some stakeholder groups are not supportive?

Have you considered the support your
participants may need to succeed both during
and after the programme?

Does any work need to be undertaken with other
stakeholders to support their success?

Consider peer support networks, commitment
agreements which include line managers,
protected time and equipment alongside cultural
and practical operational factors

Does your participant recruitment
strategy effectively attract participants with
the optimal skills and mindset?

How might you use this approach to influence the
recruitment of colleagues for your Digital
Champions to support?

Consider engaging your HR, or communications and
engagement colleagues to develop an approach

Does your programme, or postprogramme activity support your Digital Champions
to influence culture?

How do you expect to deliver culture change to
support digital skill building, improvement, and
innovation?

Have you considered the role of all your
stakeholders?

Do you expect your Digital Champions to
have a role in digital culture change?
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ASSUMPTIONS

Understanding Where People Are Starting From And What’s Important To Them
Success Factors in Observed Good Practice:
1. Understanding intended audience – the variation of the models used by the pilot sites was attributable in large part to understanding their intended
audience. Examples included bringing professionals alongside participants to translate the theoretical learning into practical work scenarios, with
others instead focussing on supporting colleagues with high digital confidence to explore their ideas. The structure, content and support personnel in the
delivery team contributed to the success of each programme, specifically in relation to the positive personal response from participants.
2. Establishing a baseline – sites which took baseline measurements had a much deeper understanding of the needs of their participants, but it was even
more important to understand the target recruitment group and design the delivery model to fit their needs.

3. Understanding how to measure factors such as confidence and capability of programme participants, but also the reach of the programme (such
as impact of a digital intervention on end user experience, service delivery, and patient experience and outcomes) – the Midlands Partnership Foundation
Trust approach is beginning to consider these wider impacts).

4. Understanding where the wider audience are – none of the programmes considered the teams and organisations from which participants were
recruited. This meant that programmes did not fully address the skills required by participants to effectively influence and support their colleagues.

5. Understanding what motivates participants – the programmes which selected based on role or recommendation saw significantly greater challenges in
maintaining engagement. Those selecting based on motivation saw greater engagement. However, the source and nature of motivation was rarely
considered. The most successful programmes engaged participants who were motivated by a vision of how things could improve regardless of their
initial skill level.

Background from Pilots:
The basic level of understanding from the participants was extremely variable, and many of the enthusiastic self-selecting champions in Midlands
Partnership Foundation Trust would likely have been disinterested in the basic skills in the more structured programmes but could benefit from
understanding the potential range of starting points of their colleagues. There could be a place for a blended delivery and support model to recognise
where people are starting from and allow them to progress. Care workers from residential homes had a very low confidence level and knowledge base, but
they shared this with some qualified staff in other settings.
Find out how to apply this to your Digital Champions Programme on the next page.
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Understanding Where People Are Starting From and What’s Important To Them
Things to Consider for Local Application…
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1. The intended role of the Digital Champion cohort and the baseline capabilities, motivation, and culture of the colleagues and teams they are expected to
support.
2. The baseline skill, knowledge, and confidence of the target group for recruitment as Digital Champions.
3. The motivation of the target group for development as Digital Champions – extrinsic motivation has not
led to sustained momentum in the pilot sites, personal skills improvement motivation saw positive personal
outcomes but minimal reach into organisations, and values-based motivation saw the greatest impact and
sustainability (both in combination with a learning need and in isolation).
4. The established Health Education England Digital Capabilities model considering the barriers to access for
Technology Enhanced Learning (see right) should be considered as a framework for understanding the
learning needs of participants. For maximum impact this should be considered along with confidence and
belief in the possibility of change for the individual and their team/organisation.
Capability, Knowledge and
Motivation Checklist:

Note

What capability are you seeking to
build?

This could include design, clinical digital leadership, peer
support, super-user, innovator, digital quality improvement

What is the baseline skill level of
your target recruitment group?

Your programme may need to include digital literacy skills,
confidence building, specific technical skills, facilitation and
leadership components, problem solving, etc.

What is the baseline skill and
cultural context of the colleagues
you hope they will influence and
support?

How will you understand your baseline? Consider Johnson and
Scholes' Cultural Web to frame questions around culture and
the Freeformers approach to understand baseline skills and
confidence

How can you recruit to values-based
motivation?

Values Based Recruitment approaches are well understood by
HR teams. Could you HR team support the design of your
recruitment?

@NHS_HealthEdEng @HEE_DigiReady
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Are Staff Sufficiently Trained To Know What Good Looks Like?
Success Factors in Observed Good Practice:
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1. Testing foundations – both Freeformers and West Sussex Partners identified gaps in the baseline knowledge required to become
effective Digital Champions (setting specific). In identifying these gaps, they were able to adapt the programme to ensure that
participants had a solid foundation upon which to build their skills and confidence.
2. Building a supportive and trusting environment – the pilot sites which used an external provider appeared to have been able to
rapidly create an environment where people felt comfortable to share their knowledge gaps. The One London model, though
delivered by an in-house team, had a mixed cohort of public and staff, so knowledge gaps may have been surfaced by members of
the public without staff needing to express them explicitly, thus encouraging a trusting and supportive environment.
3. No reliance on prior/mandatory training – the Freeformers pilot made no assumptions that staff would have absorbed and
applied statutory and mandatory training. In exploring key areas such as password security and handling personal identifiable
information, they found that participants had not fully understood the importance, implications, and requirements of the training,
and staff had often not implemented good practice beyond policy requirements or translated this into their home life.

4. No assumption of familiarity with technology – in West Sussex Partners many participants (care home staff) had little
knowledge of the functionality or differences between tablets and PCs and were supporting residents to use technology they were
unfamiliar with themselves. Most were also unfamiliar with Microsoft Office, search engines and email. Spending time building
skills and confidence to interact with technology had the greatest impact on the day to day work of the participants, freeing time for
them to use digital tools and knowledge to support residents and create resources.
Background from Pilots:
The Freeformers model has highlighted a key shortfall in existing mandatory training in crucial areas of online safety and data security including
setting passwords. There is a more universal learning point beyond Digital Champions to be shared here which may require a change in the
pedagogical theory underpinning statutory and mandatory training in the
@NHS_HealthEdEng @HEE_DigiReady
emerging digital environment.

Find out how to apply this to your Digital Champions Programme on the next page.
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Things to Consider for Local Application…
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➢ Existing statutory and mandatory training programmes had not led to an operational understanding of how to employ good practice in work or wider
settings. Whilst the ability to comply with policy had been achieved through the training, the core concepts required to support others required additional
input to develop.
➢ The foundation level of understanding with the recruited cohorts (rather than the programme with self-selected participants) needed development for the
participants to reach the point where they could confidently engage in discussion about the strengths and weaknesses of the systems they were
already working with. Though some of these participants did not use smartphones, tablets or computers at home, others had these devices, but were using
them only in a limited capacity. Device ownership did not always equate to confidence and capability in using the device.
➢ The programmes which saw the most far-reaching change and could identify patient impact worked with front line staff who understood the
digital potential well enough to express their requirements and worked with digital teams to test them. These teams made the bridge between digital
opportunity and operational reality to deliver workable and welcomed digital developments.
➢ The feedback from the pilots would suggest that many staff without a personal interest in digital have not received sufficient training to know what good
would look like.
Foundations Checklist:

Yes

No

Are your participants recruited?

Consider exploring an understanding of the wider
application of statutory and mandatory
training components such as data protection, staying
safe online, data sharing, password management.

Consider developing skills for bridging between
operational requirements and digital teams such
as understanding operational process flow/clinical
consultation flow and mandatory data recording,
and where tensions can arise between them.

Do your participants currently use digital
solutions in their day-to-day roles?

Consider testing how well understood and efficiently
these are used – exploiting the systems already in
place is a good place to start, and to potentially
release time.

Consider exploring what digital technology they
may use at home, without
inferring extensive familiarity.
This can be used to build confidence in using
technology for frequent tasks.
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1. Building capacity rather than tool specific skills – the pilots which focussed on building general skills and digital capabilities and
confidence saw a more sustained personal impact and a wider, more sustainable impact within the organisation. Those who trained
Digital Champions to support specific tools saw difficulty maintaining support for the tool with staff turnover and little appetite to
continue to work together to explore other areas.

2. Building a community of practice – sites which built a community of practice saw their cohort of participants grow, competencies
in support teams to work with Digital Champions build and their impact continue to expand. These growing cohorts were less
impacted by staff turnover. Midlands Partnership Foundation Trust are now seeing cultural change around the digital agenda.
3. Rolling programme – one hit programmes which assume diffusion of learning by cascade from a single cohort have seen little
sustainable impact in comparison to rolling programmes which assume and plan for spread and increased participation. Treating
the programme as supporting culture change rather than skills training enabled the programme to maintain momentum unaffected
by staff turnover.
4. Consider who moves – programmes which trained staff from lower turnover cohorts saw greater completion rates on the longer
programmes.

Summary Table
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Background from Pilots:
The One London pilot highlighted the challenge associated with training people to specific technology rather than generic skills in a
highly mobile workforce. West Sussex Partners trained highly mobile care workers who did not always stay long enough as a single
individual within that setting to have a sustainable impact.

Back to contents
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Find out how to apply this to your Digital Champions Programme on the next page.
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Consider who stays, or where your boundary is.
As a city team with high staff mobility, One London saw the staff who they had
trained to roll out their local patient facing app suite leave rapidly, which
undermined the sustainability and reach of their Digital Champion model.
However, the local population they had trained are much less mobile and
continued to offer peer support to use the tools.

Turnover Checklist:

Yes

Is your programme designed to
support patients to use digital
tools?

Consider using peer Digital Champions who will remain within the community – consider how they
will get ongoing support

Is your programme
designed to support a specific
set of existing or pre-selected
staff tools?

Consider whether a super-user type programme might be appropriate. If this is a new tool requiring
feedback and refinement, consider using Digital Champions supported by a peer network or
community of practice

Is your organisation part of a
high staff mobility system?

Consider working in partnership with other organisations in your system who see high staff mobility
between your organisations and developing transferable skill sets for your Digital Champions

Is your programme designed to
support digital innovation?

Consider establishing a community of practice and ongoing peer sharing of learning

Go to the next page for the final good practice guideline.
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1. The Freeformers pilot noted that participants who had engaged leadership and management also had protected time to deliver
their cascade training. Participants from services under more operational delivery pressure were seen to be directed to prioritise
operational delivery over developments which might have helped to ease that pressure. Participants then lost momentum and
confidence and far fewer delivered any cascade training.
2. West Sussex Partners identified that their programme boosted confidence of participants to raise ideas for change in the
workplace. This seemed to be derived from a combination of the training and a demonstration of investment in the participant (in
time and experience – many participants had never previously attended a university site).
3. One London identified that access to technology for both their patient facing Digital Champions and the populations they were
working with was a barrier to delivery and participation and developed a delivery model based in community hubs with accessible
digital resources. This approach both addressed access to equipment but also improved access for, and identification of, potential
cascade training participants.
Background from Pilots:
No sites really considered the potential barriers they were facing, but were impacted by cultural, funding, and recruitment issues.
Understanding what these might be and how they might be mitigated could be a helpful tool for future sites.
Things to Consider for Local Application…

Resources &
Acknowledgements
Back to contents

Work with stakeholders at the design stage, including intended future Digital Champions, their managers, organisational leads and the
audience for the intervention, to identify and address barriers. Engage library teams in both public libraries and NHS knowledge services, who
champion the digital skills that underpin health literacy skills. For more information about health literacy, please see HEE – Improving Health
Literacy.
See the Resources & Acknowledgments section for success story case studies from NHS knowledge and library services that show the
benefits of engaging with your community library and NHS knowledge services – and additional resources for further support.
@NHS_HealthEdEng @HEE_DigiReady
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Things to consider for local application continues on the next page.
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A simple quality improvement tool such as ‘bullet proofing’ –
see Bullet Proofing (improvement.nhs.uk) – can help to explore the
factors listed below, as well as those in Health Education England’s
Digital Capabilities model beneath.
1.Line Manager
Support
2.Freedom to Act

3.Digital Literacy
4.Access to
Equipment

Barriers Checklist:
Stakeholder groups to consider
Leadership

Cultural factors
Perceived value of the
programme
Commitment to ongoing support
Permission to fail
Commitment to support
developments

Line Managers

Cultural factors
Perceived value of the
programme
Operational pressures and
priorities
Commitment to ongoing support
Commitment to support
identified initiatives

5.Perceived Value of
Programme
6.Confidence Levels

7.Prioritisation of the Digital Champion role within a Context of
Operational Pressures

Prospective Digital Champions

Confidence
Freedom to act
Motivation
Line manager support

Intended recipients of Digital
Champion support

Confidence
Freedom to act
Digital literacy
Motivation

Summary Table
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BARRIERS Planning For Obstacles
As well as digital literacy and confidence levels, there are many other factors that may contribute to an individual’s lack of engagement
with technology or the internet.
The next two pages will identify a few of these factors and provide some tips in order to help you anticipate and mitigate these barriers as
you engage new Champions on your programme.
Internet Safety and Security
For some people, the internet and digital technologies are considered to be unsafe.
• Ease some of this apprehension by building ‘how to keep safe online’ and myth-busting sessions into your programme’s
training and workshop curriculum.
Learning Styles
Be mindful of that fact that everybody learns differently.
• Make sure that the training of your workshops – and the subsequent cascading of knowledge – incorporates the whole
spectrum of Auditory (a preference for listening to new information), Visual (a preference for reading new information) and
Kinaesthetic (a preference for learning by doing) learning styles.
Low Motivation
As mentioned on the previous page, your Digital Champions may engage with colleagues that lack motivation to use and explore
digital technologies.
• Encourage your Champions to explore processes through situations that are familiar to the individual they are supporting. The
learner will be more inclined to give something a go if they can clearly see how it will benefit them to achieve a certain
outcome, so using common and familiar challenges to explain the digital process will help to engage learners.

How to make technology terms simple when cascading knowledge:
✓ Use metaphors – when a process is described to use using something familiar
or something that we already do, we find it easier to understand and
remember.
✓ Use short and simple sentences – digital technology is already overwhelming
enough for some individuals. Don’t add to the confusion by approaching it
with long and complex sentences… Keep things short and snappy!
✓ Use visuals and demonstration to reinforce information.

Cornwall Council offer lots of great information about this in
the ‘Commons Barriers to Learning’ ‘Learning Styles’ and
‘Make Technology Terms Simple’ sections of their Digital
Champions Toolkit and most of the information on this page
has been taken
. from there.
See Digital Champions Toolkit (cornwall.gov.uk) for more
information.
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Engaging with learners that have additional needs.
There may be additional barriers that can make it more difficult for people to learn new skills.
In order to help Digital Champions support the needs of different people as they cascade and share knowledge, you’ll need to make sure your
programme offers guidance and support around engaging with a range of people facing different accessibility needs. See the purple text for tips.

Pilot Evaluation
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7.Mandatory
Training
8.Staff Mobility
9.Barriers

Learning Disability
OneDigital have a fantastic web page full of top
tips on working with learners with learning
disabilities.
It offers ideas of what to teach individuals with
learning disabilities such as online safety, Adobe
Sketch and life skills apps and offers this brilliant
‘top tips for Digital Champions’ graphic:
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Digital Champions Programmes provide a great opportunity to introduce individuals with
low levels of literacy to digital tools that may support them with their literacy skills and
show them how to use these tools – Spell Checker is a great example.
It is important that Digital Champions are made aware of this as they share their
knowledge with colleagues, as well as additional things they can do to help engage that
person such as reading out what’s on the screen and being careful not to highlight

areas where the learners lacks skills.

Physical Disability
Digital Champions Programmes provide a great opportunity to introduce learners with
physical disabilities to digital tools that may help them and show them how to use these
tools.
It’s important that any support and sharing of knowledge takes place in an environment
that is suitable for people with a physical disability and includes the correct equipment.
For example, is a high-visibility keyboard or graphic tablet required instead of a standard
keyboard or mouse?

Summary Table
Resources &
Acknowledgements

Low Levels of Literacy

individual sessions and codesigning your programme’s resources with
Providing

learners that have learning disabilities are two
things you can do to help make your programme
accessible to such individuals.

You’ll want to make sure that Digital Champions have these sorts of conversations with
the individuals they are supporting so that they can understand the needs of the
learner and make sure that they are in a position to get the most out of the support. The
Digital Champion will also need to know what equipment is available to them at their
organisation.
AbilityNet have some fantastic resources on this, such as this factsheet on keyboard and
mouse alternatives and adaptations.

One Digital offer lots of great information about this in the ‘Making digital accessible for everyone’ section of their toolkit.
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Digital Champions do not need to be information and technology experts, but they do need to have a general
awareness of the broader blockages and obstacles to be overcome when implementing digital modes of delivery.

The next two pages will touch upon a few of the regulations and processes that Digital Champions will need to
be familiar with in order to mitigate these barriers. These include:

GDPR
Government Data Protection Regulation

DPIAs
Data Protection Impact Assessments

ISAs and ISPs
Information Sharing Agreements and
Information Sharing Protocols

Organisations should have signed agreements and introduced processes for each of these regulations as part of their
Caldicott Guardian's sign off, but it is up to the Digital Champion to check that their organisation has
signed the relevant contracts and to understand where and how they are used.
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If you’re establishing – or in the process of establishing – a Digital Champions Programme within a clinical
organisation, you may want to look at the IG (Information Governance) and the Patient section which will explore
some of the IG issues Digital Champions should be aware of with regard to the digital delivery of care for patients.
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or The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) came into effect on 25 May 2018 and protects individuals’ ‘Right to
the protection of Personal Data.’
Health Education England’s ‘The General Data Protection Regulation’

The Regulation’s 7 principles provide a helpful framework for data processing activities and all Champions should be clued up on
them. The 7 principles include:
1. Lawfulness, Fairness
and Transparency
(personal data be
processed lawfully, fairly
and in a transparent
manner)

2. Purpose Limitation
4. Accuracy
3. Data
(personal data be
(personal
Minimisation
collected and
data be
(personal data be
processed for
adequate, relevant accurate and
specified, explicit and and limited to what kept up to
legitimate purposes
date)
is necessary)
only)

5. Storage
Limitation
(personal
data be kept
for no longer
than is
necessary)

6. Accountability
(controller be
responsible for
compliance with
GDPR)

7. Integrity and
Confidentiality
(personal data be
processed in a
manner that
ensures security of
the personal data)

For more information on GDPR’s principles and the rights of data subjects, go to The General Data Protection Regulation | Health Education
England (hee.nhs.uk) or Guide to the UK General Data Protection Regulation (UK GDPR) | ICO

GDPR is covered by statutory & mandatory training but, as this
toolkit as taught us, we cannot make any assumptions that staff will
absorb – and indeed apply – the learnings of this training.
So, you may want to work with your organisation’s Information
Governance (IG) leads to understand how this can be built into the
training and wider delivery of your Digital Champions Programme.

All Digital Champions should know…
✓ The 7 principles that should be applied to all data
processing activities.
✓ Who their organisation’s IG leads are, how they
can work with them and how to contact them.
✓ What their organisation’s reporting and
monitoring arrangements are when it comes to
data protection.
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DPIAs or Data Protection Impact Assessments should be understood by every Digital Champion.

Pilot Evaluation

•

These assessments usually take the form of a word document template that allows information to be gathered
about a project so that data protection risks can be identified early and effectively minimised.

•

The process involves understanding the scope, context, purpose and necessity of processing the data, what
data protection risks it may pose and what actions can be taken to reduce them.
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(Data protection impact assessments | ICO – ‘At a glance’)

•

An example template can be found at Data protection
impact assessments | ICO but the assessment
format and formal submission process will vary across
organisations.

All Digital Champions need to know…
✓ Where they can find a DPIA template for their
organisation.
✓ What the process for approval is and where it
needs to go to.

ISAs and ISPs or Information Sharing Agreements and Information Sharing Protocols.
This checklist explores the expectations of new Caldicott Guardians, and Digital Champions need to understand a
lot of the same processes and protocols. An example of this is item 7 on the list:
‘Find out what sharing agreements (ISAs) and protocols (ISPs) your organisation has, and their
reporting/monitoring arrangements. What is the process for approval, and your role involved in approving
future agreements? Who checks the organisation is adhering to the agreed protocols? Who are the
information asset owners? Are they aware of your role and the need to consult you before sharing
information?
@NHS_HealthEdEng @HEE_DigiReady
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While it often clinically necessary to obtain photographs and videography of patients, we need to acknowledge that photos and videos are easy to
copy and at risk of inappropriate distribution.

Pilot Evaluation
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Everyone has a responsibility to protect our patients and ensure the careful storage of such content.
When can videos and photographs be taken?
•

•

Photographs and videos of adults or children should only be taken for clinical reasons (e.g., to assess the progression of a skin lesion),
teaching and publication purposes.
Photographs of genital areas, or of the chest in peri or post pubescent girls should only be taken in very exceptional circumstances where
there is clear clinical need. The justification of use usually needs to be formally documented in the patient record.

Consent
•

•

Videos and photographs can only be taken where explicit, informed consent has been given and should, therefore, be obtained before the
photograph or video is shot.
Videos and photographs must not be used for any purpose other than that which the consent has been gathered for.

Children and consent.
•
•
•

If ‘sufficient understanding and intelligence to enable him or her to understand fully what is proposed’ then he/she can be considered
competent to provide their own consent.
If this is not the case, consent must be provided by the child’s parent or guardian.
If a child is not willing for the image or recording to be subsequently used, the video or photograph must not be passed on regardless of
whether a parent/guardian has provided consent for this.

Most of this information has been taken from Bolton NHS Foundation Trust’s Policy for Clinical Photography and Video Recordings of Patients:
Confidentiality, Consent, Copyright and Storge’ which has a fantastic bibliography of useful resources should you wish to gather more information.
Every Trust and Organisation will have their own policy and we urge you to make sure you are familiar with your own.
It is everyone’s responsibility to adhere to these regulations to keep our patients safe, but Digital
Champions should particularly familiarise themselves with their Trust’s or organisation’s policy
around confidentially, consent and storage so that they can help colleagues navigate the details
of the policy and ensure that they have signed the necessary documents.
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Use this table to find the good practice that fits the attributes and aspirations of your unique Digital Champions Programme!
Click on the guideline/case study heading to go straight to the relevant page
Digital Champions
Programme
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NHS knowledge and library services’ Case Studies:
Success stories showing the benefits of engaging with your community library and NHS knowledge services…
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Case studies continue on the next page.
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Case studies continue on the next page.
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Case studies continue on the next page.
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Case studies continue on the next page.
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Supporting Resources:
AbilityNet Factsheets | AbilityNet

Get Connected Impact Evaluation (scie.org.uk)

Toolkit prepared by…
Anna Ley
Henrietta Mbeah-Banks
Linda Feldman

Bullet Proofing
(improvement.nhs.uk)

Guide to the UK General Data Protection
Regulation (UK GDPR) | ICO

Case Studies – Devices 4 Dignity
(devicesfordignity.org.uk)

Health Education England and the Royal
College of Nursing’s Improving Digital
Literacy

Evaluation conducted by…
Clarity Consulting Associates Ltd

Checklist — The UK Caldicott
Guardian Council (ukcgc.uk)

HEE – Improving Health Literacy

Evaluation commissioned by…
Health Education England (HEE)
With special thanks to…
Celine Grundy and Midlands Partnership
Foundation Trust
Freeformers
Great Ormond Street Hospital
One London
West Sussex Partners in Care

And…
Colleagues of HEE’s Digital Readiness
Programme’s Digital Literacy Advisory
Group
Colleagues of HEE’s Digital Readiness
Programme’s Operational Delivery Group
Colleagues of HEE’s Technology Enhanced
Learning Group

Cultural Web | Art of change making
(leadershipcentre.org.uk)
Data protection impact assessments
| ICO
Digital by choice: becoming part of a
digitally ready general
practice team (rcni.com)
Digital Champions Toolkit
(cornwall.gov.uk)
Digital Leadership Guide resource
(skillsforcare.org.uk)

Lloyds Bank’s 2020 UK Consumer 2020 Index
Mental health charities and organisations NHS (www.nhs.uk)
NHS Digital’s Digital champions for health: a
blueprint for success
One Digital Knowledge Hub
Policy-for-clinical-photography-and-videorecordings-of-patients-confidentialityconsent-copyright-and-storage.pdf
(boltonft.nhs.uk)
The General Data Protection Regulation |
Health Education England (hee.nhs.uk)

Digital Champions Network | Digital
Digital inclusion : making digital
accessible for everyone –
One Digital
(onedigitaluk.com)

The_merseyside_digital_roadmap.pdf
(ilinksmersey.nhs.uk)
W.K. Kellogg Foundation Logic Model Guide |
Better Evaluation
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Gov - Finding Your Local Library

Health Library & Information Services Directory - Finding
Your Local NHS Library
Health Literacy - e-Learning for Healthcare (e-lfh.org.uk)
Learn My Way: Improving your health online
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